Abstract-Relational data is often encoded in tables. Tables are  easy to read 
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper proposes a flexible table parsing approach that can be applied to a majority of table types. In our work we applied the approach to financial tables containing information on various instruments (e.g., bonds, loans). Extracting information from tables has been shown to be notoriously difficult in particular when they occur in plain text (e.g., email) where columns can be easily misaligned after copying them from another document such as a spread sheet.
The task we define in this paper is called table token sequencing and requires to (a) find all anchor cells (i.e., bid/ask prices) in the table and (b) determine the tokens in the table that are associated with the respective bid/ask price. The anchor cells are domain-specific and in our case we need to make sure bid-ask prices are found and extracted reliably. We also propose a clustering and classifying approach for finding bid-ask prices in this paper.
Except for the anchor of each sequence given by the bid/ask price, we are mostly agnostic with respect to the other token types. We assume general types such as numbers, capitalized words and a small set of closed class of keywords (e.g. ratings such as AAA).
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It is important to note that this table parsing approach that results in extracting table token sequences can be applied also to other types of tables. Other tables may have different anchors and token types, but the parsing strategy will be the same. Drug dosage tables, for example, contain information about dosages depending on age or weight of the patient. For our experiments, we used tables containing financial information where bid/ask prices are the anchor cells. The tables were often copied from spreadsheets into the body of an email and the the formatting was not always maintained The following figure 1, for example, contains a specific format for the bid/ask price, it contains bonds consisting of security name, coupon, maturity date and is slightly misaligned with the headings. The first instrument in this table is specified as HXN-9.5-14 40.000-41.000:
Given the specified task, the parser needs to extract all instruments specified by the respective token sequence in the table. The task can also be described as "table flattening" because the two dimensional structure of the table needs to be understood in order to end up with a sequence of tokens and a price.
We divide all tokens in a table into two categories. A token is either a data cell or a authority cell (or authority header). Data cells are prices and authority cells/headers are everything else (e.g. coupon, maturity date, contract term). The distinguishing factor between a data cell and an authority cell/header is based on the question of whether the cell can have scope over another cell. The following table, for example, contains contract terms that take scope over the row of prices. Here, the contract terms (i.e. 3yr and 4yr) are authority headers because their scope is vertical. Authority cells, on the other hand, carry horizontal scope, such as the company names ABC and EDF in the following example: Earlier work focused on tables scanned in from documents where ASCII text was produced with the help of OCR programs [2] , [3] . In the past, heuristics were employed to solve the table segmentation task, i.e., determining which word belong to which column, and similarly for rows. Our approach mostly avoids the table segmentation task and only requires the identification of the data cells. Because of restricting our approach to a simpler task, early errors in the processing pipeline are avoided. We need to make sure that the extraction of data cell has high accuracy though.
More recent work presented in [4] , for example, addressed the task of classifying label rows and data rows in ASCII documents using a machine learning approach (i.e., Conditional Random Fields (CRF)). One of the difficulties in a supervised learning approach is how to obtain accurately and reliably annotated data. Work from MITRE [5] specifically created a platform to streamline such annotation effort. Still, a lot of effort needs to go into the annotation of tables in order to cover a large enough representative sample of the entire data set. In addition, a disadvantage of a general supervised machine learning approach is that it will optimize on the most-frequent table structures and treat infrequent tables that are still well-formed as noise. In contrast to a supervised ML approach, we rely on clustering cells in each individual table and train a classifier for each table on the fly and hence do not require any annotated training data. This classifier identifies cells based on the table context and avoids the pitfalls producing a model based on the most frequent table structures.
Because a lot of useful information are represented in tables in HTML documents, there have been a lot of effort in extracting information from Web documents, known as wrappers. Many efforts are based on manual created rules. More advanced approaches used machine learning techniques [6] . The major problem with wrapper-based approach for information extraction is that those wrappers are not robust across different sites and slight modifications to existing pages might invalidate working wrappers.
[7] explored an approach that used the rendering information from a web browser. The approach is not limited to HTML table tag, but requires some sort of table representation in order to produce the spatial information it derives the information from. Because of domain independence, the accuracy reaches only about 50% for the table interpretation task, but higher results for the table  segmentation task (precision:68, recall: 81). This approach  fails if no table structure representation is supplied and will  run into problems if misaligned table columns are part of the  table.   III. TABLE PARSING We propose a new technique to table parsing where the goal is to determine the data cells and the headings that refer to the respective data cell. Our approach is motivated by the observation that every table has a set of data cells of the same types and that headings referring to one cell are mostly to the left and above this cell. Most importantly, we do not assume a perfectly aligned table structure. Tables where cells in a row have shifted when copied from medium to another (e.g., spreadsheet to email editor) maintain the constraints of having the headings to the left and somewhere above. Since we do not rely on the spatial structure of the tables (e.g., column separation), we are able to parse even very misaligned tables Our new approach is based on the following heuristics: 1) Detect data cells with high accuracy (here: bid/ask prices). 2) Utilizing table structure by parsing the text left to each data cell and the rows above for detecting header cells (go left and up) 3) Link all remaining tokens to the right of a data cell to that data cell (these are often notes or secondary information) 4) Collect all tokens associated with each cell and therefore flatten the table
A. Finding header and data cells
In our chosen domain, data cells are bid/ask prices, header cells can be percent, maturity dates, company names or specific identifiers (i.e., facilities). As a first step, tokenization ensures that the basic tokens used in a table are identified. We developed a specific ANTLR grammar that distinguish between basic types such numbers, words, special keywords. 1 Another ANTLR grammar identified prices and computed their bid and ask price values.
1) Parsing tokens and prices:
We developed a tokenizer grammar that detects simple token types that are frequent in trader emails. For example, Words starting with an upper-case letter are identified as follows:
All number tokens are translated into decimals since we use this number values for various feature when classifying them as prices or coupons.
Prices are often easily identifiable as NUMBER SEP NUMBER, where SEP can be -or /, as in 23-26. However, there are also cases where there are no separators or where the price actually describes a different token sequences such as a date or a version number, as in 3/10 or 07-10. In order to increase recall and weed out false positives, we developed a "cluster and classify" approach described in the following section.
2) Clustering and classifying prices: Another approach to detecting prices was based on an approach that used clustering and self-training on the derived clusters. The clustering was based on the following observation. The Ask price is always higher than the Bid price. Hence the ratio of the Bid price divided by the Ask price has be greater than 1. Moreover, the difference between the two prices is never very large. As a rule of thumb we assume that the Ask price is never more than twice as big as the Bid price.
1) Compute the ratio between two consecutive numbers N1
and N2: BidAskRatio = N2/N1 2) Assign the following clusters: a) If 1 < BidAskRatio < 2, then N1= -1 and N2 = 1 b) Else: N1,N2=0 Note that the assignment is based on consecutive number tuples in an email. It is therefore possible that number assignments are overwritten because two tuples fulfill the cluster assignment as in Ford 8 10 13 14. The tuples 8-10, 10-13, as well as 13-14 fulfill the condition for assigning -1 and 1 for the first and the second number, respectively. Given the assignment procedure defined above, the numbers are assigned to the following clusters: 8(-1), 10(-1), 13(-1), 14(1). Even though the numbers 8 and 10 which are coupon and maturity date in this made-up example are wrongly assigned as bid prices, the overall structure of the table will be used to weed them out of the pool of bid/ask prices.
Given the assignment of a cluster to each number in an email, a feature vector can be created for each number. These vectors are then used to generate a multi-class classifier via an SVM. We used the WEKA package for training this classifier and also normalized the data set [8] . That means that the actual training set contains approximately the same number of 0, -1, and 1 instances.
After training, the classifier is run over the training set again. Using the following feature set, the classifier is able to detect the prices that are within the most frequent context for this given table:
-current_tok current token type (e.g., UPPER) -prev_tok previous token type -next_tok next token type -prev_prev_tok type of the token previous to the previous token -next_next_tok type of the next token to the next token -pos n th token in a line -char_pos character position of the middle of the token Note that the training and testing on the same email has certain advantages over training over an annotated data set of emails used for supervised learning. If we train over such a large data set, as we did in a preliminary study, feature weights are derived via the frequency in the overall data set. The peculiarities of a certain table are not taken into account, even though for a given email the position of the price and the context may be perfectly understandable following a pattern not often seen in the training data.
After determining the bid/ask prices and tokenizing and labeling the tokens according to some general types, the token sequences can be derived via the parsing strategy of going left and up described in the following.
B. Go left
Most authority cells and headers are to the left of a data cell in tables. If we start with the first data cell (i.e., bid/ask price), we go to the left of this token and collect non-price tokens as associated to this particular data cell. A new token can be added to the sequence only if it had not been associated to another cell.
This parsing strategy can also be described by head-driven parsing approach such as Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) [9] or Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) [10] . Both linguistic approaches combine syntactic and other constraints in one grammar formalism. In LFG, the c-structure is derived by syntactic grammar rules. In addition, semantic information -the so-called s-structure -can further constrain the c-structure.
For the table parsing, we assume a simple context-free grammar that parses tokens per line
LINE --> INSTRUMENT * NL INSTRUMENT --> TOKEN * PRICE
Since the goal of the table parsing is the derivation of token sequences per price, another structure is derived via the parsing. This table signature structure (ts-structure) is added as further constraint onto the c-structure.
INSTRUMENT([Price(Value)]) --> PRICE INSTRUMENT([TokenType(Value) | Rest]) --> TOKEN INSTRUMENT(REST)
After parsing the first instrument, a so-called signature is derived, that constrains the subsequent instruments and completes them, if necessary. Figure 2 shows the derivation for the line ABC 23/24 25/27. The first INSTRUMENT is derived up to the first PRICE. The signature derived is the list [U P P ER(ABC)]. This signature is then used to constrain the subsequent instruments in this line. In this case, the company name ABC is added to the next price. The constraints invoked on the instruments in the line can be of different types. If the signature of the next instrument is a sub-sequence, further authority cells are added, as in the example line. If the signatures do not match, on the other hand, the information from the previous instrument is not carried over.
C. Go right
Occasionally, there are unassigned cells to the right of the anchor cells. In a last step, these cells are collected and added to the right-most anchor cell. In Figure 1, 
D. Go up
There are two cases for finding further tokens for a token sequence above the line where the data cell is in. First, it is possible to find a longer token sequence in an earlier line. For example, the name of the instrument is only mentioned in the first line including coupon and maturity date. All subsequent lines omit the name, but have different coupons and maturity dates. If we find another sequence above that has a super-signature, the missing tokens (here: Ford) are added to the instrument below. Second, there are authority headers in header lines. Header lines are defined as lines without any prices. Those authority headers can be of two types: (a) the tokens can be token types such as coupon or (b) the authority headers are additional tokens that are added to the token sequence (e.g., 5yr indicating the contract term).
In order to match these authority headers to the token sequences, we utilize the Hungarian Algorithm [11] . This combinatorial optimization method is used for assignment problems. For our purposes, we need to define a n × n matrix consisting of the instruments in a line and the authority cells in a line above. For the Hungarian method, the instruments in one line and the authority cells in a line above are represented in form of a a complete bipartite graph G = (S, T ; E) where s ∈ S instruments need to be matched to t ∈ T authority cells in the line above. For each link between all vertices, a non-negative cost c(s, t) is defined. We define the cost by the distance between the beginning of the price information of the instrument and the authority header. The cost matrix for the following example table is transformed by subtracting the 1) Reduce the rows by subtracting the minimum value of each row from that row. 2) Reduce the columns by subtracting the minimum value of each column from that column. 3) Select a matching by choosing a set of zeros so that each row or column has only one selected: 0 4 4 0
IV. CONFIDENCE METRIC
As our approach is mostly used as a part of a table extraction workflow, it is very important that we provide a confidence score to identify tables we can derive information from with high confidence. This main workflow can thus avoid processing complex tables. The Confidence measure is defined as a number between 0 and 1 indicating how confident we are about the correctness of the output instruments. Given a confidence metric we are able to identify a subset of the test set where we can extract instrument token sequences with high accuracy (i.e. > 90 precision/recall).
A. Feature set
The most important factor in the confidence estimation is the complexity of the input itself. For example, our system performs better with tables that have only one level of sub-headers compared to nested tables. Features in this category include the number of blank lines in the table or the number of lines where the number of token signatures is not same as the one from line above. 2 There are more steps to consider for a more complex example
The other set of features in our confidence metric is related to the system's performance on the input. Features in this category include the number of prices that are also dates or the ratio of numbers to prices in the email.
B. Gaining confidence
We developed a binary classifier to classify between complex and simple input texts according to our system. This will let the user of our output decide whether to use it not. We had a training set of 202 emails where the instruments were identified. We used a threshold on the F-score of our system on those emails to create training data for our classifier. We experimented with different thresholds on the F-score and found that 0.7 works the best. With this threshold, we had around 130 positive examples and 72 negative examples for the classifier. We used an SVM to build the classification model. We tested the model on the same data using 10-fold cross validation. The accuracy of the classifier was 85.8. The precision and recall of the positive class were 89.8 and 91 respectively.
V. EVALUATION
The evaluation we carried out had two phases. First, we needed to show that the table flattening achieves high precision and recall. Secondly, we used the table flattening in the table extraction workflow that produces instrument templates used to populate a data base of instruments and their bid/ask prices.
A. Data
We obtained 202 emails of various length and annotated the token sequences for each price found in the emails. In addition, we annotated the tokens by token type, as in the following example:
1238023.txt GS 4.5 06/10 185/175 1238023.txt NAME CPN MAT PRICE
The token sequence task requires to check whether these tokens from the first line are part of the tokens derived from the table parsing process. The instrument slot filing part also checks for the correct slots to be filled. In this example, the instrument name, the coupon, maturity date and the price have to be placed into the respective slot. In addition to the original emails, we also generated randomly distorted tables from the gold data token sequences in order to show the robustness of our approach. Section
B. Results
We carried out three evaluations. The first one was concerned with matching the token sequences via the table flattening resulting from our table parsing technique. The second evaluation investigated whether the confidence score could improve the overall precision and recall values for a subset of the emails from the test set where we computed high confidence. Finally, we tried to incorporate the table flattening into the email parsing workflow and derive templates for instruments. this last task is the most challenging task, but we can show that using the table flattening that the performance improves overall.
The table flattening module pulls out token sequences that were compared against a token sequence gold data file. A parsed token sequence was correct if it covered the same token (and possibly more tokens) from the gold data. Table II (a) summarizes the results from our experiments comparing the Table Parsing approach with a Baseline approach. The baseline uses the same price tagging and only takes the tokens to the left of a price.
In order to boost performance we utilized the confidence metric and excluded a certain percentage of the test set based on the confidence score. Table II (b) indicates two different cup-off levels where the overall performance significantly improved when only a certain percentage of emails were tested.
In a final experiment, we automatically generated tables of varying complexity from a quote database. Each record in the database corresponds to a quote sequence with all the fields associated with that quote. Each record also has an indication of the source of the record. We grouped records by source and generated a table corresponding to each source. The most important field in a quote sequence is the company name. A Table Combinations (see table) F−Score We generated tables of different complexity using different combinations of the above mentioned features.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a table parsing approach that is based on a heuristics of detecting anchor cells (i.e., bid/ask price) and derives token sequences represented in the table. The proposed approach does not required any training data and is unsupervised regarding the clustering and classification of the so-called anchor cells.
Even though we focus on financial data, the approach can be easily adapted to other domains. Moreover, the approach does not rely on the spatial information encoded in HTML tags and shows a robust performance when tested on tables where noise in form of misalignment is introduced.
